
DPS – Data Publishing Solution 
 

For your Microsoft Dynamics NAV-based 
industry software



FLEXIBLE ACCESS TO SELECTED DATA

Being able to quickly access information and do-
cuments around the clock and from any location is  
becoming increasingly important for companies and 
employees, and is already a ‘must’ for many.

The Data Publishing Solution (DPS) from Simova offers 
a cost-effective option to provide customers, business 
partners and employees with access to selected data 
from Microsoft Dynamics NAV via a Web portal. Infor-
mation important to conducting business is therefore 
accessible at any time and from any location.

Additionally, the DPS also offers the advantage to define 
access rights specific to users, which can be altered as 
necessary. As such, the users are provided with exactly 
the information they need.

With the standard settings and pre-defined roles, the 
DPS from Simova can be implemented quickly and 
used straight away. You receive a NAV module, which 
contains an integrated Web portal. This can greatly  

reduce the required installation time and customisa- 
tion work.

System Requirements

Alterations and adjustments (e.g. concerning the data 
fields displayed) can also be carried out within Mi-
crosoft Dynamics NAV, and can then be seen in a brow-
ser straight away. There are no limitations in the choice 
of compatible browsers. The DPS is compatible with all 
conventional browsers (Microsoft Internet Explorer, Sa-
fari, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Opera).

The setup of our DPS takes place directly within Mi-
crosoft Dynamics NAV, and is supported by Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV 2013 and later versions.

“With the DPS from 
Simova, we are offering 
our customers a power- 
ful tool for Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV, which 
can be used to increase 
transparency within your  
company.”

Christian Haase, CEO  
Simova GmbH
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Are you looking for an optimal solution to facilitate 
the exchange of information with customers, business 
partners, and employees, with which you can connect 
selected data from your ERP system, without having to 
purchase any additional Microsoft licences? If so, then 
the DPS from Simova is the ideal tool for your company.

The DPS from Simova offers you a cost-effective solution, 
with which you can provide your customers, business 
partners and employees with restricted, Web-based 
access to data and processes from Microsoft Dynamics 
NAV. You decide what data is provided and displayed.

With the DPS, your data is not stored on a Web server, 
but as usual, is located within Microsoft Dynamics NAV 
and is only accessed via a Web portal. In this way, the 
DPS guarantees the highest measure of data security. 

Users are shown the exact data that they need. As such, 
the DPS can ensure a high level of acceptance among 
users and a quick workflow.

Increase transparency for your customers and busi-
ness partners while optimising the exchange of infor-
mation, as well as the internal communication within 
your company. The DPS from Simova speeds up your 
business processes considerably and guarantees you a 
quick return on investment.

BENEFITS FOR MANAGEMENT

Your highlights

n	Cost-effective provision of selected data  
 from Microsoft Dynamics NAV to your  
 customers, business partners and employees

n	Highest level of data security

n	Increased transparency and improved  
 exchange of information

n	Quick return on investment
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n	More flexibility thanks to access to all relevant  
 business information and processes, regardless  
 of location or time of day

n	Can be customised and adjusted to individual  
 requirements and areas of responsibility

n	More efficient and productive collaboration  
 thanks to the direct exchange and quick  
 availability of information. 

Being able to plan work processes and times with flexibi-
lity is becoming increasingly important to many emplo-
yees. However, both working from home and working 
quickly and efficiently when on the go are only possible 
when you, as an employee, have access to all of the rele-
vant business documents and processes. The DPS from 
Simova offers a suitable solution for this.

Whether doing field work, on a business trip, or wor-
king from home – with the DPS from Simova, you, as 
an employee, have the option to access the most im-
portant business data at any time and from anywhere 
in the world.

The user-specific access to data can be defined accor-
ding to area of responsibility and can be altered as ne-
cessary. As such, you can find the desired information 
and documents even more quickly and can customise 
the DPS to suit your needs precisely.

A regular exchange of information creates the found-
ation for productive and efficient collaboration within 

a company. With the DPS from Simova, you can not 
only access data, but also gather information from 
wherever you are, and as such always keep informati-
on relevant to doing business up to date. In this way, 
your colleagues can also have direct access to the in-
formation, even if they are not in the office.

Your highlights
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BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES 



Relationships with customers are the foundation of suc-
cess for every company. The more that this concept is 
rooted in a company, the more pronounced is the search 
for measures to sustainably improve transparency, cus-
tomer service, and customer satisfaction. The DPS from 
Simova offers various options for this. 

Provide your customers with the most crucial information 
related to your products and solutions, for example by 
storing them centrally and allowing the availability of 
products to be viewed easily and at any time.
 
With the DPS from Simova, your customers can stay up 
to date on the status of ongoing jobs, create new jobs, 
and print out job confirmations directly or save them as 
a PDF.

You can also use the DPS as an information platform, 
where customers are constantly kept up to date and 
provided with information on the current offers, such 
as updates for your products and solutions.

A key benefit of the DPS from Simova is that the user 
interface is very intuitively operated, so that your cus-
tomers can find their way around it very quickly.

n	Increased transparency and better service  
 thanks to centrally located customer  
 information

n	Jobs can be viewed at any time

n	Customers are continually provided with  
 up-to-date information about current  
 offers and updates

n	Intuitive user interface

Your highlights
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BENEFITS FOR CUSTOMERS



A constant exchange with business partners is essen-
tial for successful collaboration. The DPS from Simo-
va offers you the option to set up a new, easy-to-use  
information and communication channel for your 
business partners.

With the DPS, your business partners are provided 
with insights on existing jobs, account balances,  
contracts, invoices, credit, etc., which increases the  
level of transparency for your partners. 

At the same time, the information you make availab-
le to business partners via the DPS can be accessed at 
any time, so that partners can view the desired infor-
mation even outside of office hours.

You can also optimise the service offered to your busi-
ness partners by providing them with price lists, pro-
duct brochures and other informational materials re-
lated to your products and solutions via the DPS from 
Simova.

With the DPS, your business partners can not only ac-
cess information online, but also send data back to you 
in real time (e.g. from weighing). In this way, you can 
reduce response times and optimise both the service 
offered to your partners and your own processes.
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BENEFITS FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS

Your highlights

n	Increased transparency

n	Availability of information even outside  
 of business hours

n	Provision of various informative materials  
 (e.g. price lists, product brochures)

n	Feedback on data and information in  
 real time



Think outside the box.
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